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Sweat beads on your forehead. The roar of the crowd is drowned out by the thumping heartbeat resonating in

your head. Your hands start to shake and you wonder if your biggest rival will put your team to shame for the

fifth year in a row.

You have a serious case of the “pre-game jitters.”

Pre-game nervousness is common among athletes, but the way athletes react to those nerves determines how

they perform during a game, according to the Association for Applied Sport Psychology. Some athletes transfer

nervousness into excitement, which can help them get pumped up to play their best. However, others may find

their anxiety bordering on debilitating to their athletic performance.

In order to combat overwhelming nerves, many athletes take steps to mentally prepare for a game. Dayna

Jordan, women’s basketball coach at Broughton High School, coaches her team to approach all games the same

way regardless of whether or not it’s a regular season game or a conference championship.

“[The team] has all the tools they need, so I tell them to utilize what they learned in practice,” said Jordan.

The Broughton coach also notes that some of her top athletes have found a way to divert their anxiety into

adrenaline, and for these athletes, the bigger the crowd of fans, the better. Jordan says it’s important not to let

elements like a tough referee, pressure from fans or a big rivalry to throw an athlete off balance.

Many coaches also make an effort to divert their team’s focus away from the stress of winning to reduce the

pressure a game presents. Holly Springs men’s lacrosse coach Doug Greenberg says he doesn’t want to devalue

winning, but recognizes too much focus on beating the opponent can hurt an athlete’s ability to concentrate.

Greenberg says the lacrosse players will often spend time before a game playing music or visualizing game

situations to help them get in the right mindset.

Max Kuhns knows just how important a simple tool like music can be to help prepare for a game. A sophomore

junior varsity basketball shooting guard and one of the top swimmers for Garner High School, Kuhns is no

stranger to pre-game nerves. In middle school he noticed other athletes were listening to music before a game,

and Kuhns has found combining music with time to sit and relax before a competition is an effective method at

curving his anxiety. Kuhns attributes a large part of pre-game anxiety to the presence of a crowd, and has

noticed he gets more nervous before a basketball game than a swim meet.

“You can’t see everyone that’s watching you [in swimming], but you can in basketball,” said Kuhns.

Developing a positive mental outlook starts with confidence and a new perspective on nervousness, says Tim

Whitfield, a mental game coaching professional and director of junior tennis at the Raleigh Racquet Club.

Whitehead consults athletes on how they can approach each game with the confidence they display in practice.

“Only be focused on what you are controlling out there,” said Whitfield.
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Simple steps like writing out athletic goals, practicing two to three hours before a game, visualizing a successful

game, and relaxing with a favorite book or music are all tips Whitfield suggests to prepare for a game. He also

suggests players develop the ability to shake off a missed point or poorly executed play to focus on the big

picture of having a successful game overall.

The key to confidence and a successful game is “being able to trust yourself when it’s time to compete,” said

Whitfield.

Just the phrase, “I’m nervous” can throw even the best players off balance. Whitfield says by changing that

phrase to “I’m excited,” players can develop a whole new outlook. When athletes view nervousness as

excitement and energy they will be able to change pre-game nerves into a positive driving force towards

accomplishing their athletic goals.

Any athlete would struggle through a game without spending enough time beforehand in practice, but having the

right mental outlook is just as important to success as physical preparation. Self-doubt or focusing too much on

external factors like a large crowd or menacing rival team can cause an athlete to lose sight of the fundamentals

learned in practice. Taking time out before a game to relax—either with music, meditation or simply sitting quietly

—can make all the difference when it’s time to face off against a rival high school.

Kuhns says his nerves are often heightened before a big game. His advice?

“I break out the MP3 player earlier.”
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